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Abstract.—Correct rooting of the angiosperm radiation is both challenging and necessary for understanding the origins and
evolution of physiological and phenotypic traits in flowering plants. The problem is known to be difficult due to the large
genetic distance separating flowering plants from other seed plants and the sparse taxon sampling among basal angiosperms.
Here, we provide further evidence for concern over substitution model misspecification in analyses of chloroplast DNA
sequences. We show that support for Amborella as the sole representative of the most basal angiosperm lineage is founded
on sequence site patterns poorly described by time-reversible substitution models. Improving the fit between sequence data
and substitution model identifies Trithuria, Nymphaeaceae, and Amborella as surviving relatives of the most basal lineage of
flowering plants. This finding indicates that aquatic and herbaceous species dominate the earliest extant lineage of flowering
plants. [Trithuria inconspicua; chloroplast genome; angiosperm origins; heterotachy; base compositional heterogeneity; data
model fit.]

Although there is increasing consensus about many
relationships among major lineages of flowering plants
(Soltis et al. 2011) and convergence toward more similar
dates for the origin of angiosperms (Jiao et al. 2011;
Sun et al. 2011), determining the root of the angiosperm
phylogeny has been more problematic. This difficulty is
not unique to the study of angiosperms; reconstructing
basal relationships in species radiations is known to be
hard (Shavit et al. 2007; Graham and Iles 2009). Not only
can the shape of the true underlying phylogeny make it
difficult to accurately reconstruct gene trees (Whitfield
and Lockhart 2007), even correct gene trees can be
incongruent with the underlying species phylogeny
(Degnan and Rosenberg 2009).

In phylogenetic studies of chloroplast DNA (cpDNA),
nuclear DNA (nuDNA), and mitochondrial DNA
(mtDNA), Amborella has often been recovered as the
sole survivor of the first lineage to diverge from that
leading to all the other extant flowering plants (Mathews
and Donoghue 1999; Qiu et al. 1999; Soltis and Soltis
2004; Stefanovié et al. 2004; Leebens-Mack et al. 2005;
Jansen et al. 2007; Saarela et al. 2007; Graham and Iles
2009; Soltis et al. 2011). However, a closer relationship
between Amborella and aquatic angiosperm species has
been reported in analyses of mitochondrial and nuclear
DNA (Qiu et al. 2010; Jiao et al. 2011; Soltis et al.
2011;) as well as in model-based analyses of chloroplast
genes that typically exclude or reduce the impact of
third codon positions (Barkman et al. 2000; Wu et al.
2007). Opinion has been divided over how to treat
third codon positions in cpDNA. Although inclusion
of these sites might improve phylogenetic resolution
between some taxa (Zanis et al. 2002; Stefanovié et al.
2004; Leebens-Mack et al. 2005), they also exhibit

evidence of a decayed historical signal (due to multiple
substitutions at the same site) between some taxa
(Goremykin et al. 2003; Chaw et al. 2004). Analyses of
short independent nuclear markers have not provided
improved phylogenetic resolution, suggesting instead
alternative relationships among basal angiosperms (e.g.,
Mathews and Donoghue 1999; Jiao et al. 2011; Soltis
et al. 2011). This finding is perhaps not unexpected given
the short internal branches typically reconstructed for
angiosperm phylogenies (e.g., see Martin et al. 2005).

We have previously suggested that a poor fit between
commonly used phylogenetic models and sequence
data contributes to uncertainty concerning relationships
among early diverging lineages of flowering plants
(Lockhart and Penny 2005; Martin et al. 2005). Here, we
provide further evidence for this hypothesis in a study of
the substitution properties of concatenated chloroplast
genome sequences, and in particular of sites in the
alignment that are most varied. These sites, often called
“fast sites,” show the greatest character state variation
as well as evidence of multiple substitutions. Numerous
methods for sorting, identifying, and removing fast sites
have been suggested, and the impact of removal of
the fastest evolving sites on phylogenetic reconstruction
is well known (e.g., Brinkmann and Philippe 1999;
Hirt et al. 1999; Lopez et al. 1999; Ruiz-Trillo et al.
1999; Hansmann and Martin 2000; Burleigh and
Mathews 2004; Pisani 2004). Less well appreciated is
the observation that the sorting of sites based on
character state variation or compatibility criteria allows
the properties of sites that impact on tree building to
be more easily studied (Sperling et al. 2009). We have
examined the compositional heterogeneity of fast sites
and the fit of concatenated chloroplast sequences to
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the GTR+I+� substitution model commonly used in
angiosperm phylogeny studies. We address the problem
of identifying which of the fast sites to exclude from
the phylogenetic data by applying the GNB criterion
(named after the inventors: Goremykin et al. 2010) to the
concatenated alignment after the sites in this alignment
had been reordered according to their observed
variability (OV; see “Materials and Methods”). This
criterion has been suggested as suitable for identifying
sites most affected by multiple substitutions in a multiple
sequence alignment. Here, we examine the properties
of the fast sites identified under the GNB criterion and
the contribution of these sites to topological distortion
in phylogenetic trees reconstructed for angiosperm
and conifer sequences. To obtain optimal phylogenetic
estimates, we employed the CAT+covarion model,
which was consistently identified in our cross-validation
analyses as the best-fitting model to our original data
and to data partitions generated in the “noise reduction”
protocol of Goremykin et al. (2010). This substitution
model better accommodates a restricted substitution
profile across sites and describes spatial heterogeneity
of substitutions in terms of simple covarion models (Ane
et al. 2005).

To improve taxon sampling at the base of the
angiosperm radiation, we also sequenced the chloroplast
genome of Trithuria inconspicua, a species from a genus of
minute aquatic herbs, which recently has been found to
be closely related to Nymphaeaceae (Saarela et al. 2007).
Our findings highlight the importance of the fit between
model and data when evaluating relationships among
basal angiosperms.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sequencing of the Chloroplast Genome of Trithuria
inconspicua

Trithuria inconspicua was collected from the Kai Iwi
Lakes (Lakes Waikare and Taharoa), Northland, North
Island, New Zealand, and sent by courier to Massey
University, Palmerston North. Voucher specimens have
been deposited at the Auckland War Memorial Museum
Herbarium AK (see AK 308938, AK 320388). Enriched
cpDNA was sequenced on an Illumina GAII platform
as described in Atherton et al. (2010). Contigs were
assembled using Velvet version 0.7.60 (Zerbino and
Birney 2008) and odd kmer values ranging from 25 to
61. Because the copy number of cpDNA was higher
than that for the nuDNA (though not a higher absolute
amount), coverage cutoffs of 10, 20, 40, and 80 were
applied during the assembly of contigs. Staden 2.0.0b7
(http://staden.sourceforge.net/) was used to join the
contigs generated by Velvet. Nine gaps remained after
the assembly; 8 gaps were closed by designing primers
to flanking regions and sequencing the missing parts
using standard ABI3730 sequencing protocols (Massey
Genome Service http://genome.massey.ac.nz/).

Taxon Selection and Multiple Sequence Alignment
Protein-coding sequences of 61 genes common to

31 chloroplast genomes from angiosperms and
gymnosperms were downloaded from GenBank. NAD
dehydrogenase genes were not included in analyses as
these are absent from the cpDNAs of gnetophytes and
conifers (Wakasugi et al. 1994; Braukmann et al. 2009).
In our taxon sampling, we included representatives
of all available basal angiosperm lineages but not
all crown group angiosperm species for which
chloroplast genomes have been determined. This
taxon selection retained species most important for
inferring relationships among basal angiosperms and
reduced computation time for model-fitting and tree-
building analyses on a 16-core Linux server. Eudicots
were represented by 6 basal species. We excluded
grasses, known to be subtended by a very long branch
in previous analyses (Goremykin et al. 2005), keeping
all other monocots.

As concern over alignment procedures remains an
important practical consideration for phylogenomic
analyses (Philippe et al. 2011), multiple sequence
alignments were generated using 2 alignment protocols
in the present study. The first protocol, used as a
basis for figures shown in this article, uses the same
principles described in Goremykin et al. (2004). This
alignment protocol provides a rapid and reliable method
of aligning similar gene sequences and for producing
data sets comprising first and second codon positions
and all 3 codon positions. With this approach, gene
sequences were sorted into 61 Fasta files, each containing
orthologs. For each file, first and second codon positions
were aligned using the program MUSCLE (Edgar 2004).
Alignments for sequences that included all 3 codon
positions were also generated by the same script. The
resulting 122 alignment files were each manually edited,
such that regions of low similarity between the ingroup
and outgroup sequences were discarded. Individual
gene alignment files were concatenated using Geneious
v5.5.4. (Drummond et al. 2010) to produce: (i) a gapped
alignment of 40 553 positions in length, provided as a
supplementary material (Supplementary File S1) and (ii)
an alignment of first and the second codon positions
25 246 positions in length (Supplementary File S2). An
OV sorted (see below) version of the 40 553 pos. long
alignment has been provided as a Supplementary File S3.

A MUSCLE alignment of translated nucleotide
sequences from 56 individual Fasta files was also
generated and used to confirm results of phylogenetic
analyses obtained using the first alignment protocol.
This second alignment approach used the same
principles as previously implemented for obtaining
conservative alignments between anciently diverged
sequences (Lockhart et al. 1996). With this method, we
imported each Fasta file into MEGA 5.0 (Tamura et al.
2011), translated the sequences, and then aligned them
with MUSCLE (default options). We concatenated these
aligned files using Geneious v5.5.4. (Drummond et al.
2010) and then imported the concatenated file into Se-Al.
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v2.0a11. (Rambaut 2002). Site patterns adjacent to indels
were then removed if they did not contain amino acids
with similar physical/chemical properties as specified in
Se-Al. Finally, the columns with gaps were removed and
the sequences back-translated. This alignment protocol
produced a much shorter concatenated alignment than
did the first method (31 674 ungapped positions). This
alignment has been provided as a supplementary
material (Supplementary File S4).

OV Sorting and “Noise Reduction”
Site patterns in our concatenated alignments were

reordered according to their OV scores and data
partitions identified for tree building using the GNB
criterion (Goremykin et al. 2010). Previously, this
approach was found effective in the recovery of
benchmark clades of mammalian phylogeny, and more
effective than other methods in identifying fast-evolving
sites that cause long branch attraction (LBA) artifacts
(Goremykin et al. 2010).

OV sorting involves calculating a sum-of-pairs
mismatch score for each site in the full alignment
(including positions with gaps) and then ordering the
sites according to the OV scores (Goremykin et al. 2010).
This produces an alignment with the most conserved
(least varied) site patterns at one end, and the least
conserved (most varied) positions at the other end.
We refer to this alignment as the OV alignment.
The OV alignment was generated using the script
Sorter.pl. This script also splits the OV alignment into
several bipartitions of sites. Each bipartition contains
an “A” partition, which includes site patterns from the
conserved end of the alignment, and a “B” partition,
which includes site patterns from the least conserved end
of the OV alignment. In the present study, the bipartition
of sites into partitions A and B occurred at position i×250
(where i=1,2,3, ...) upstream from the most varied end
of the OV alignment. The incremental increase in interval
length of 250 sites for the B partition is an arbitrary size
previously found suitable for monitoring change in the
properties of the ordered sites at the most varied end
of the OV alignment. Once the bipartitions are formed,
the script Sorter.pl calls ModelTest (Posada and Crandall
1998) to identify an optimal time-reversible substitution
model for each of the A and B partitions using a
2-step procedure (for further details, see Goremykin
et al. 2010). The script then calls PAUP* (Swofford
2002; Unix v. 4.0b10) to calculate a matrix of maximum
likelihood (ML) distances for the A and B partitions.
A matrix of p-distances (number of sites with observed
differences/total number of sites) is also calculated for
each B partition.

Sorter.pl also calculates the average of the ML-
distances minus the average of the p-distances and
reports this mean deviation of the ML- and p-distances
for the B partitions, and Pearson correlation coefficient
values (r) between these estimates (Goremykin et al.
2010). Dissimilarity between relative ranking of ML- and

p-distances calculated from the B partitions occurs
if distance estimates are not similar between taxa.
Stochastic error associated with the short sequence
length of the initial B partitions will cause such
dissimilarity, as will substitution model violations and
saturation with multiple substitutions. By monitoring
the r values as the length of the B partition is increased, it
is possible to identify a point of transition with respect to
the similarity of the distances compared. As the relative
ranking of absolute distance values within 2 groups
of distance estimates (p- and ML-distances) becomes
similar, there is a dramatic rise in the value of r.

In addition to comparing the ML- and p-distances for
B partitions, the script Sorter.pl also compares optimal
ML-distances for the A and B partitions. Deviation is
again measured in terms of r. As with the ML- and p-
distance comparison for the B partition, a dramatic rise
in r occurs when the distances become proportional, and
their ranking becomes similar. The comparison identifies
the relative length of the A and B partitions, at which
point the evolutionary properties of the B partition
become similar to those of the A partition.

Goremykin et al. (2010) have suggested that the site
stripping process should cease when there is a dramatic
increase in the value of r in both correlation analyses.
At this point, positions added from the conserved A
partition to the variable B partition clearly start to mask
the nonphylogenetic signal associated with the most
varied positions in the B partitions. Here, we also report
that the topological distortion induced by the presence
of B partition sites is also greatly reduced at this point.
Model misspecification contributed by compositional
heterogeneity, as we also show, still persists beyond this
point. However, this has little impact on the relative
ranking of distances in B partitions. Thus, further
character removal is not justified on the basis of the GNB
criterion.

As demonstrated in Zhong et al. (2011), the GNB
criterion also identifies and provides a basis for
removing sites from a concatenated alignment that
have a poor fit to phylogenetic model assumptions.
Although this criterion does not remove all model-
violating sites from the data, it has been shown to remove
sites that significantly impact on phylogenetic estimates,
and thus sites that have significant effect in misleading
tree building. In particular, it appears very useful for
reducing LBA artifacts in phylogenetic reconstruction.
This was demonstrated in reanalysis of mitochondrial
DNA sequences, which previously and consistently had
yielded a rodent polyphyly artifact (Goremykin et al.
2010) and also in recent analyses of chloroplast sequences
from Gnetales and other seed plants (Zhong et al. 2011).

To study the relationship between changes in r and
branch length support in reconstructed trees, splits can
be calculated for individual A and B partitions. We
calculated NeighborNet (NNET: Bryant and Moulton
2004) splits from the optimal ML-distances obtained for
each B partition generated during the noise reduction
protocol. These were calculated using SplitsTree 4.0
(Huson and Bryant 2006). Of particular interest are the
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splits that separate outgroup and ingroup taxa as these
are relevant for the question of rooting the angiosperm
radiation. In the present study, we plotted the relative
size of the splits separating: (i) angiosperms from
gymnosperms and (ii) Gnetales from other species. Such
a “heterotachy plot,” as it was referred to in Zhong et al.
(2011), allows visualization of the relationship between
B-partition distances and any topological distortion
(Lockhart et al. 1996; Bruno and Halpern 1999) of
reconstructed trees due to including the most varied sites
of the OV alignment when tree building.

Base Composition Heterogeneity
Base compositional heterogeneity (Lockhart et al.

1992; Jermiin et al. 2004) was examined over the most
varied end of the OV alignment. To investigate this,
intervals of sites with the same length (360 jacknife
resampled ungapped positions; 3 replicates for each
interval) were sampled from nonoverlapping locations at
the most varied end of the OV alignment (between 0 and
500 sites, 500 and 1000 sites, 1000 and 1500 sites, … , 9500
and 10 000 sites). We examined each of these sets of sites
using Bowker’s matched-pair symmetry test (Ababneh
et al. 2006), as implemented in Seq-Vis (Ho et al. 2006).
We used Seqboot from the PHYLIP v3.69 (Felsenstein
2004) package for jackknife resampling of sites (sampling
without replacement) and SeqVis v1.5 (Ho et al. 2006)
for the symmetry test. The smallest interval from which
sites were resampled was the first interval: 0–500 sites
(these 500 gapped positions contained 380 ungapped
positions).

Goodness of Fit Analyses
We used MISFITS (Nguyen et al. 2011) and Tree-

Puzzle-5.2 (Schmidt et al. 2002) to identify those
site patterns in the OV alignment whose observed
frequencies were unexpected under a GTR+I+�
substitution model. This model was identified as the
best-fitting model to the OV alignment among all models
that assumed a single matrix of base frequencies. This
was also the case for the increasingly short A partitions
according to a double-fitting procedure that employed
an Akaike information criterion (AIC) (described in
Goremykin et al. 2010). The fit of the GTR+I+� model
to chloroplast data sets is also of significant interest as
this model has been commonly used in phylogenetic
analyses of basal angiosperms (e.g., Barkman et al. 2000;
Zanis et al. 2002; Stefanovié et al. 2004; Leebens-Mack
et al. 2005; Saarela et al. 2007; Wu et al. 2007; Graham
and Iles 2009; Qiu et al. 2010; Jiao et al. 2011; Soltis
et al. 2011). Although there are computational issues
with coestimation of the I+� parameter values (e.g., see
“Discussion” in Yang 2006), this model has been found
to have higher reconstruction accuracy than GTR+
� models in more biologically realistic simulations
(Gruenheit et al. 2008). The impact that deletion of sites
from the most varied end of the OV alignment had

on the fit of this substitution model was also studied
at different shortening steps. Log-likelihood scores for
the evolutionary model obtained for the increasingly
short A partitions were also compared with the log-
likelihood scores for equal length partitions that were
jackknife resampled from the complete OV alignment.
We used Seqboot for jackknife resampling and PhyML
3.0 (Guindon et al. 2010) for calculating log-likelihood
scores.

Substitution Model Selection for A Partitions
The optimal substitution model was determined for

the A partition data sets using cross-validation as
implemented in PhyloBayes 3.2e (Lartillot and Philippe
2004). To determine the length of time needed for
convergence of posterior probabilities, we initially ran
PhyloBayes on a 16-core Linux server for at least
2 weeks with alignments of the first and second
codon positions, and of all 3 codon positions, choosing
between 6 substitution models for each input file:
The “classical” GTR+�, GTR+�+covarion, GTR+�+
covext, GTR+�+CAT, GTR+�+CAT+covarion, and
GTR+�+CAT+covext (Lartillot and Philippe 2004).
Here, “CAT” refers to the site-heterogeneous mixture
model of Lartillot and Philippe (2004), “covarion” to
the covarion model of Tuffley and Steel (1998), and
“covext” to a variant of the Tuffley and Steel model
that allows for variation in rate heterogeneity across
sites. We assumed a four-category discrete � distribution
in modeling rate-heterogeneity across sites. From these
initial 12 runs, we determined that 200 cycles were
sufficient for convergence on our Linux server. Since
cross-validation is multistaged and computationally
demanding, we wrote a script Cross.pl, which initiates
parallel multiple PhyloBayes and cross-validation runs.
This script first invokes PhyloBayes, lets it run for 1000
cycles under the abovementioned models, and builds
consensus trees discarding the first 200 cycles as burn-
in. Then the script invokes the PhyloBayes program
cvrep to randomly sample 10 learning and 10 test data
partitions from each alignment, so that each learning
data partition has 90% of the input alignment length
and each test partition has 10% of the input alignment
length. The script then calls PhyloBayes and performs
Markov chain Monte Carlo sampling for 200 cycles in
parallel for the learning sets created by the PhyloBayes
program cvrep. Subsequently, the script initiates the
Phylo Bayes program readcv in parallel for all data
replicates and computes a cross-validation score (i.e.,
calculates the likelihood under the test set, averaged over
the posterior distribution of the learning set) discarding
a burn-in of 50 sampling points and taking every point
thereafter. Finally, the script invokes the PhyloBayes
program sumcv to compute summary statistics. Using
the AIC for the double-fitting procedure, the GTR+I+�
model was selected as the best-fitting model among
those with one matrix of base frequencies for the OV
alignment and its next 20 shortened subsets.
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Tree Building
Phylogenetic reconstructions were performed using

PhyloBayes and the PAUP*-embedded scripts in Sorter.pl
(Goremykin et al. 2010). RAxML (Stamatakis et al. 2005)
was also used to reanalyze a recently published data set
of chloroplast, mitochondrial, and nuclear genes (Soltis
et al. 2011).

Availability of scripts and of Trithuria chloroplast genome
sequence.—Scripts not already publically available and
used in this study have been provided as supplementary
material. The sequence for the Trithuria inconspicua
chloroplast genome determined in this study has been
deposited with EMBL (Accession no. HE963749).

RESULTS

Alignments
Two alignments were obtained using different

approaches in the present study. Despite differences
in their lengths, both methods produced very similar
alignments. This can be visualized by comparing
split networks that display the NNET split systems
(p-distances) for each alignment (Supplementary File
S5). Similar analytical results were obtained for both
alignments. The figures shown in subsequent sections
were based on the alignment method of Goremykin
et al. (2003).

GNB Analyses
A significant improvement in r occurred after 8

steps: 2000 sites (Fig. 1a); that is, once the 2000 most
varied sites were included in the B partition, p-distances
and ML-distances for the B partition had become
highly correlated. Similarly, at this shortening step ML-
distances for A and B partitions also became highly
correlated (Fig 1b), indicating similar evolutionary
distances for both partitions, and suggesting a point had
been reached at which further removal of sites from the A
partition was no longer justified. Most significantly, the
distance between outgroup and ingroup taxa reduced
dramatically by the eighth sampling step. This was
visualized in Figure 2, which shows the relative length
of outgroup splits in the NNET split system for the taxon
set. The extreme branch length separating the outgroup
and ingroup sequences is a property of the 2000 sites at
the most varied end of the OV alignment.

Compositional Heterogeneity
It has been previously observed that compositional

heterogeneity and the rate of substitutions of sites are
tightly correlated (Rodriguez-Ezpeleta et al. 2007). Our
analyses provide some support for this observation.
Figure 3 indicates that compositional heterogeneity
is a feature of the most varied end of the OV
alignment. In particular, it indicates the number of

pairs failing a matched-pairs test of symmetry at
P<0.00005 when these are calculated on identical
length partitions (360 sites each) sampled within
500-bp nonoverlapping gaped intervals at the most
varied end of the OV alignment. The plot suggests
that heterogeneity in composition is most significant
over the first 3000–3500 most varied positions of
this alignment. This heterogeneity is most significant
between angiosperm and outgroup sequences and
among outgroups sequences (values for individual pairs
not shown). It extends past the stopping point identified
by the GNB method. Hence, although compositional
heterogeneity is likely to contribute to the extreme
branch length difference between ingroup and outgroup
sequences, it does not appear to explain the extreme
branch length differences over the first 2000 most varied
positions in the OV alignment.

Fit of Data to a GTR+I+� Substitution Model
The effect of removal of the most varied sites on the fit

of the aligned data to a GTR+I+� substitution model
was investigated. Table 1 reports log-likelihood scores
for 2 tree models (Amborella most basal; Amborella+
Trithuria+Nymphaeaceae most basal) on A partitions
generated by the script Sorter.pl. These scores were
compared against the log-likelihood scores for data
sets identical in length to the shortened A partitions
that were jackknife resampled from the OV alignment.
They were always significantly better than the scores for
the randomly resampled data, indicating that the sites
removed by OV noise reduction significantly contribute
to the poor fit between the evolutionary models and the
aligned sequence data.

Assuming the same evolution models as examined
in Table 1, MISFITS and Tree-Puzzle were used to the
identify site patterns whose relative frequencies are over-
and underrepresented in the OV alignment. Figure 4
plots the position of unexpected site patterns in the
ungapped OV alignment. The height of each bar in the
histogram indicates the number of consecutive sites at
which unexpected site patterns occur. The most varied
end of the OV alignment is identified as containing
many site patterns that contribute to the poor fit of the
GTR+I+� substitution model.

Tree Building
Phylogenetic trees were built from the OV alignment

for the different length A partitions generated by
the Sorter.pl script. This was done both for a
CAT+GTR+�+covext model and for a GTR+I+�
model. The former was found under cross-validation
to be optimal for: (i) the full-length OV alignment,
(ii) the alignment of the first and the second codon
positions, and (iii) the alignment of the most conserved
38 553 positions in the OV alignment. The optimal
tree reconstructed with a CAT+GTR+�+covext model
on the A partition at the GNB stopping point is
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FIGURE 1. a) Plot showing results of the correlation analyses. The blue line indicates Pearson correlation coefficient values (r) obtained
for pair-wise comparisons of ML-distances calculated from the A and B partitions whose combined length was 40 553 gapped positions in the
OV alignment. The pink line indicates r values obtained for pair-wise comparisons of p-distances and ML-distances calculated for B partitions,
discarded at each shortening step. At the 8th shortening step, when the A partition is 38 553 gapped positions in length, it passes both correlation
tests (Goremykin et al. 2010). b) Plot showing mean deviation between ML- and p-distances calculated for B partitions at each shortening step. In
calculating ML-distances, the best-fitting ML model for each partition length was first determined under an AIC using ModelTest (Posada and
Crandall 1998). The pink line indicates results from analyses using a Neighbor-Joining tree to fit ML model parameters. The blue line indicates
results obtained when an ML tree is used to fit substitution model parameters. This ML tree was computed using settings of the best-fitted model
determined by the standard ModelTest procedure employing AIC.

shown in Figure 5. This tree indicates the same
relationships among basal angiosperms as does the
GTR+I+� tree reconstructed on the A partition
at the GNB stopping point. Both reconstructions
identify a lineage comprising Amborella+Trithuria+
Nymphaeaceae as most basal in the angiosperm

radiation. Figure 6a indicates relationships inferred
when a CAT+GTR+�+covext model is used to analyze
the full-length (40 553 site) concatenated data set. With
this data set, Amborella is inferred to be the most basal
lineage in the radiation of angiosperms. Trees built from
the alignment of first and second codon positions using
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FIGURE 2. Plot showing the relative size of NNET splits separating:
(i) angiosperms from gymnosperms and (ii) Gnetales from other taxa.
The NNET splits were calculated from the optimal distances estimated
for each B partition formed at the most varied end of the OV alignment.

the best-fitting CAT+GTR+�+covext model (Fig. 6b)
show Amborella+Trithuria+Nymphaeaceae as the most
basal lineage. Substitution models rejected in cross-
validation supported the tree with the most basal branch
subtending Trithuria+Nymphaeaceae (e.g., GTR+�
model, Fig. 6c) based on the first and second position
data set.

The support for relationships among basal
angiosperms under a CAT+GTR+�+covext covarion
model was also investigated after each shortening step
of 250 positions in the alignment of all codon positions.
The results are shown in Figure 7. These indicate that
(i) support for Amborella joining with the outgroup
occurs only when the most varied positions of the
alignment are included, (ii) the grouping of Amborella+
Trithuria+Nymphaeaceae is strongly favored as the most
basal lineage after removal of 1750 sites and remains
supported until 2500 sites are removed, and (iii) a basal
grouping of Amborella+Trithuria+Nymphaeaceae+
Illicium becomes favored after removal of 2750 sites. Note
that under the CAT+GTR+�+covext model, support
for Amborella+Trithuria+Nymphaeaceae as a most
basal clade is realized prior to the GNB stopping point,
which might indicate a better fit of this substitution
model to the data.

DISCUSSION

Our findings reported here, and those in recent
analyses of other seed plants (Zhong et al. 2011),
reemphasize the importance of considering the fit of
time-reversible models to the fast-evolving sites in
sequence alignments (Sullivan et al. 1995). We show
that site sorting can facilitate studies of the substitution
properties of concatenated gene alignments and help
to identify site patterns relevant to substitution model
misspecification and potential tree-building artifacts.

FIGURE 3. The number of pairwise distances (645 comparisons)
failing a matched-pairs test of symmetry at P<0.00005 was determined
for equal length, nonoverlapping intervals at the most varied end of the
OV alignment. For these estimates, we analyzed only ungapped sites
(360 positions: 3 replicates per estimate) randomly sampled without
replacement from 500-bp nonoverlapping gapped partitions at the
most varied end of the OV alignment (“C” partitions in Goremykin
et al. 2010).

The sites providing most support for the Amborella most
basal hypothesis are characterized by poor fit between
model and data and by evolutionary properties that
induce extreme topological distortion in reconstructed
trees. The GNB stopping criterion removes many of
these sites (38% of the removed sites did not fit
an Amborella basal+GTR+I+� model; 39% of the
removed sites did not fit an Amborella+Trithuria+
Nymphaeaceae basal+GTR+I+� model).

In the present study, when sites causing topological
distortion were removed, reconstruction under the
optimal CAT model and GTR+I+� model favors a
tree indicating Amborella+Trithuria+Nymphaeaceae as
the most basal hypothesis. Although compositional
heterogeneity will contribute to topological distortion
when time-reversible Markov models are used in
analysis of the data, our heterotachy and matched-
pairs test of symmetry plots suggest that compositional
heterogeneity is alone insufficient to explain the different
topologies obtained during tree building with different
A partitions. In general, the impact of compositional
heterogeneity needs to be evaluated in the context of
the extent of divergence between sequences exhibiting
this heterogeneity (Jermiin et al. 2004) and the spatial
pattern of sites free to vary in the sequences (Lockhart
et al. 2006).

We propose that our analyses and observations
provide a basis for understanding the discrepancy
among recent findings from phylogenetic analyses of
cpDNA and mtDNA concerning the rooting of the
angiosperm phylogeny. Our reconstructed phylogeny
(Fig. 5) obtained after exclusion of a large number of
model-violating sites is consistent with that recently
obtained in analyses of nuclear EST amino acid
sequences that also implemented a CAT model. In this
case, although Trithuria was not available for study,
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TABLE 1. Data-model fit after removal of 500, 1000, 1500, and 2000 sites

Tree model Amborella+Nymphaeaceae+Ttithuria most basal

Number of sites retained 40053 39553 39053 38553
Mean log-likelihood values from jackknife samples −332368.96 −328151.34 −323995.76 −319864.78
Log-likelihood values of shortened OV alignment −321728.05 −307453.85 −294354.23 −282625.00
SD of jackknife samples 181.75 259.90 318.15 365.44
z-score 58.55 79.64 93.17 101.91

Tree model Amborella most basal

Number of sites retained 40053 39553 39053 38553
Mean log-likelihood values from jackknife samples −332328.03 −328110.72 −323955.46 −319825.17
Log-likelihood values of shortened OV alignment −321708.11 −307439.72 −294347.58 −282630.57
SD of jackknife samples 181.64 260.30 318.54 365.80
z-score 58.47 79.41 92.95 101.68

The z-score is the difference between the mean log-likelihood value from jackknife samples and the log-likelihood value of the shortened OV
alignment (equivalent length A partition). This difference is expressed in terms of number of standard deviations (SD) calculated for the jackknife
samples. The improvement in data-model fit obtained by excluding sites at the most varied end of the OV alignment was always significant at
P<0.001 (no score for any jacknife sample was better than the score generated by noise reduction).

FIGURE 4. a) Histogram showing positions of sites in the OV alignment that contain site patterns unexpected under a GTR+I+� substitution
model and Amborella+Trithuria+Nymphaeaceae hypothesis. b) Histogram showing positions of sites in the OV alignment that contain site
patterns unexpected under a GTR+I+� substitution model and Amborella most basal hypothesis. A feature of both graphs is that relatively few
sites fit either model at the most varied end of the OV alignment. Both ungapped positions and gapped positions (∗) have been indicated on the
figure.
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FIGURE 5. Tree reconstructed from Bayesian analysis and best-fitting substitution model (CAT+GTR+�+covext model) for the conserved
A partition (38 553 sites) identified by the GNB criterion.

Amborella and Nuphar were inferred to be sister taxa
(Finet et al. 2010). Our reconstruction is also congruent
with recent analyses of 4 slowly evolving mitochondrial
genes (Qiu et al. 2010).

Our phylogenetic reconstruction differs from that
obtained in a recent and well-sampled ML-based
phylogenetic analyses for 17 concatenated nuclear,
mitochondrial, and chloroplast genes (Soltis et al. 2011).
This study reported Amborella as most basal. Reanalyzing
these data with a GTR+I+� model and RaxML,
we were unable to confirm this finding. Rather, we
inferred a phylogenetic tree wherein a clade comprising
Amborella, Trithuria, and Nymphaeaceae received 94%
nonparametric bootstrap support (results not shown).
Whether this result indicates a shortcoming of the
heuristic search with RaxML or a more accurate
reconstruction of angiosperm phylogeny from this joint
data matrix requires further investigation.

We conclude that analyses of available sequence
data do not support the earliest angiosperms being
woody and terrestrial. Evidence from phylogenetic
analyses of concatenated chloroplast genes appears
equally consistent with some of the earliest species being
herbaceous and aquatic. Further tests of this hypothesis

are needed. We suggest that our analytical protocol
provides a valuable approach, and one that is potentially
useful for other questions currently being investigated
with phylogenomic data sets.
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FIGURE 6. a) Tree reconstructed from Bayesian analysis and best-fitting substitution model (CAT+GTR+�+covext model) for the full-
length (40 553 site) concatenated data set. b) Tree built from the alignment of the first and the second codon positions employing best-fitting
CAT+GTR+�+covext model. c) Tree built from the alignment of the first and the second codon positions employing the GTR+� model.
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FIGURE 7. Posterior probability support for alternative hypotheses of relationship as sites are removed from the most varied end of the OV
alignment computed under the best-fitting substitution model (CAT+GTR+�+covext). Similar inferences were obtained with taxon subsets
that excluded the most compositionally heterogeneous sequences.
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